**SPENCE CLAIMS WAS SLANDERED**

W. N. SPENCE SUED CHARLES E. GRIFFITH FOR $2,500,

ON TUESDAY, RESULTED AUTO-

NO JUDGMENT.

**J. J. HENDRICKS**

RETURNED FROM PRINCETON

Judge Bond States in the piecy Jur-

His name was It is one of the

Hi. J. J. HENDRICKS,

**GAS ADDICHS AT LAST LLOSES**

U. S. SENATOR FROM DELE-

TOM B. Little Times After Census

in order to cut down his bill, Mr.

**ADDICTS DEFEATED BY MEN PLEASING TO SUPPORT HIM**

Took Bar Little Times After Census

of the other's saloon.

**WASHINGTON**

Very early o'clock, about 1884,

Judge Reed Swore in the Petit

The committee and others

or the Addicks force will stick

**WEST SIDE BANK**

Stallard Eat APent

Fires thorough glass door

**WILMINGTON**

Judge Reed Swore in the Petit

W. N. Spivey 2 of the county, yes-

Yesterday morning shortly be-
AVERAGE CITIZEN IS IGNORANT

GEE! WHAT A WHOPPER!

REGULATION OF CONSUMPTION

INFORMATION DISSEMINATED BY A TENNESSEE BOARD
NO SPIT, NO CONSUMPTION

Finesome should see to it
That they don’t spread the

“Misery Loves Company”

Early Diagnosis

The sooner consumption is discovered the fewer will be the sufferings and the less contagious it will be. If you have any of the following symptoms:

1. The patient is pale. The skin is cold. The breath may be noticed. The pulse is rapid and weak.

2. The voice is husky and breathy. The patient becomes weak and faltering.

3. The patient coughs and sneezes frequently. The sputum may be blood-stained.

4. The patient has a feverish condition. The temperature may be taken at any time of the day. It is not necessarily increased in the evening.

A healthy individual may have these symptoms, but they are not so pronounced.

The symptoms are similar to those of influenza, but influenza is not contagious.

AVERAGE CONSUMPTION IS 101

IN THE SYSTEM OF GOVERN-ING

SAVING JANE ADAMS

Street Packer at Danville

Said to Have Done Stunts

That Surpassed This Nature.

Dining-bar at PIN. Through Her

Need—Earn Box of Tobacco

And Wound Up on Rough Rate.

A Danville correspondent sends the

following incident relating to the

Citizens’ Union which is expected

to be reported by the

“C.W. Johnson, a street seller of

salts, was arrested by

the police on Thursday evening

in Danville, and was

condemned by a jury

which on Monday will

be placed in the

County jail.

C. W. Johnson was

said to have

sold cigarettes to

a child who

was not of legal age.

In the course of

the investigation

it was found

that Johnson

had been

selling cigarettes

to children for

several weeks.
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JAMES E. WILHELMK, President.
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WASHINGTON STREET WILL HAVE SIDEWALKS LIKE OTHERS

(Continued from First Page.)

the legislature, the report would be of interest in the present economic question, and it is to be hoped that the committee on economic questions will use its influence with the legislature to secure the submission of the report to the public for its consideration. The report is expected to be submitted to the public within the next few weeks.

Last evening a most interesting session was held by the local branch of the American Historical Society in this city, conducted by Mr. James Smith of Second and Broad street. The discussion was on the subject of "The Early History of the United States." The meeting was attended by a large number of people, and the discussion was carried on in a lively and stimulating manner.

The organization is one in which the public men can use their influence and their knowledge for the benefit of the country. It is a splendid example of what can be done by the people themselves, and it is to be hoped that other cities will follow the example of this city in organizing similar organizations.

There is nothing Cheryl in the school that cannot be done, and we have seen the school board the six months that we have been here, and we have found that they have been doing an excellent work. The school board has been making improvements, and we believe that they will continue to do so.

The school board has been making improvements, and we believe that they will continue to do so.

Miss Alice Blythe will have many more interesting and instructive courses in this city, and we are sure that they will be enjoyed by all.

In closing, we wish to express our appreciation of the work that is being done by the school board, and we hope that they will continue to do so.

The school board has been making improvements, and we believe that they will continue to do so.

The school board has been making improvements, and we believe that they will continue to do so.

The school board has been making improvements, and we believe that they will continue to do so.
When the night struck, the moon was over the deck, and the night was dark. A little firelight on the deck, and the night was dark. A little firelight on the deck, and the night was dark. A little firelight on the deck, and the night was dark. A little firelight on the deck, and the night was dark.
Should the Old Kill Themselves By or in Any Other Way?

Dr. Walter Johnson, who is the head of a hospital in California, says the suicide rate is too high. The American Medical Association in its annual meeting passed a resolution expressing its disapproval of the custom. It is a peculiar custom peculiar to Greer county, though doubtless it was an Altus (Okla.) dispatch to the St. Louis Globe-Democrat. This is the towns in Greer county have imitated Altus to a greater or less degree, but the citizens, more especially the business Then of the town got together to see "Ten Night" shows make it a point to run in ten miles in every direction meetings were held, with the result was designated as traders' day. "They all come to Altus on that day, and take interest in is always set in the Fraternity Building. Both 'Phones vi,000 cash. Homes will always be auctioned off at the same time on the offspring of a drunken sot and

Excursion:

Dr. B. T. Hall
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**IN TURKISH COURT**

**PARDY OF AMERICANS HANG IN CORNICE AT THE FIRST TURK PAVILION IN THE IMPERIAL PALACE.**

A division of the United States, where it is situated near the end of the island, has been taken up by the government of the United States in the last few weeks. The treaty of 1898, which provided for the withdrawal of the American flag from the American flag from the American flag, has been signed by the United States and the United States government. The flag will be raised to the top of the building.

**THE MAN WHO WOULD NEVER BETRAY.**

(From the New York Times.)

By Cosmo Hamilton
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WANTS—For D. S. Army also beaded and embroidered cap, pair of shoes, shirts, pants, and underwear, regimental buttons, etc. U. S. Army also a pair of leather gloves, shoes, and shirts. New London, Conn. U. S. Army also a pair of leather gloves, shoes, and shirts. New London, Conn.

TRADEWATER COAL

LIGHTS RAW AS PIECE OF BEEF

LIMB RAW AS PIECE OF BEEF
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